Stop Playing the “BIU Swap Game”! Get the BIUT-820 and End the Clutter!

Where Is This Box Hidden in Your Shop?
Let’s face it! You have an unsightly box just like this one stowed away in your shop. Isn’t it time to clear out the clutter?

The BIUT-820 can help you ensure the public’s safety. No longer do you need to guess if that questionable BIU can safely be used in a traffic cabinet! The BIUT-820 quickly and accurately determines their worth, leaving you with a less cluttered shop, peace of mind, and a reduction in emergency service calls.

Comprehensive and Fully Automated Testing in the Field or at the Shop.

The BIUT-820 test modes include:
- Certification and Diagnostic testing, Single and Multiple-lap testing.

Optional carrying cases available and feature a sturdy molded handle and non skid feet on two sides of the case.

P: 740.592.2874
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